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Introduction 

In this study, I will examine the load time and effect of applying a Progressive Web App Mobile                  
Pages (PWAMP) technology against a Progressive Web App (PWA). PWAMP is a combination of              
Accelerated Mobile Pages (AMP) and PWA. AMP is a relatively new HTML framework created by               
Google and built on open source [1]. 
 
As the standard for Internet speeds increases, we also expect the load times to follow the same track.                  
However, the requirements for what a website should do and how they should engage the user are                 
greater than ever, making it more difficult for a web developer to maintain or improve these times as a                   
combination to this, especially across a variety of network conditions and devices [2]. A constant               
search for balanced development takes place, where the goal is to show and engage its content in the                  
most optimal way. 
 
AMP primarily works to reduce the load time for web pages. Mainly, AMP reduces the load time by                  
excluding extensive use of Javascript and limits the user's amount of external Cascading Style-Sheet              
(CSS). However, the use of Google's proxy-based network (Google AMP Cache) should further             
improve this [1]. 
 
PWAs can offer engaging material to users and function more like a regular application, with dynamic                
content, push notifications, offline capability and a mobile-first principle that gives you the ability to               
use the mobile's functionalities [3]. 
 
 There are currently three official approaches to combining these techniques [4]. 
 

● Use AMP as the data source for your PWA. 
● Use AMP as the starting point for your website to install the service worker for your                

progressive web app and show first content. 
● Enable PWA functions for your AMP pages. 

 
The two last methods I have chosen to study further and to delve into, but also to analyze why and                    
how we should work towards the effect that could result from such an implementation. 
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Focus Areas / Research Questions 

The focus of this study is on the effect of preloading a PWA using AMP and incorporating PWA like                   
features for an AMP application, also known as PWAMP. This in addition to increasing the               
understanding of why load times can increase and how it can be counteracted. 
 

1. How does a PWAMP implementation affect load times on a website? These 
implementations will be evaluated: 

a. PWA. 
b. AMP to PWA. 
c. AMP as PWA. 

 
In most cases, both AMP and PWAs are perceived as alternatives to a fast site, but in different ways                   
and in different positions of the site. With information on this, the reader should get a better                 
understanding of the extent to which an implementation of this type can affect the loading time within                 
the website.  
 
Taking into account what parts of the website are affected and how much. The interesting thing is to                  
analyze both initial loading in addition to the entire website. 
 

2. What are the top focus areas for a decrease of a website's load time? 
 
There are many factors that affect how fast a regular website loads and for a developer it can be                   
difficult to know where the focus should be to get the most impact. This should be reviewed to find                   
some well-named and clear reasons for this and to give a clear picture of what the focus should be to                    
prevent this.  
 

3. What benefits could a business see from faster load times? 
 
Visiting a website that takes a long time to load and use can easily create frustration for the user and                    
nothing that one wishes to experience. However, websites are often for marketing purposes and are a                
way to showcase their business or services. It is therefore important to find out how the company is                  
affected directly by these times and why.  
 
 
 
It is important to note that the study is not conducted to show exact implementations on how to reduce                   
load times in the most optimal way, but rather shows possible solutions and alternatives to improve a                 
website's performance, which could be further improved. 
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Collect, Analyze, Evaluate 

RQ1.  
To answer the first question, three websites must be built with the same content, including in total of                  
two pages. The difference within these sites should be the way the website is developed. One site is                  
entirely built with Gatsby [5], while the second website uses AMP as the first page and Gatsby for the                   
remaining structure. The third site is completely built with Google AMP. Gatsby is chosen because               
the author has higher experience developing in this area, and some similar implementations have been               
documented before. That will give more time for optimization of the development and accurate              
measurements. 

The idea is to use WebPageTest in addition to Google Lighthouse for measurements [6][12].              
Important metrics to measure are Load time, First contentful pain, Time to interactive, Speed index,               
Full load time, Requests and Application size to get a complete overview of what is being loaded and                  
how fast.  

It is important that a user's pattern can be imitated in the measuring, by going from one page to                   
another and preserving the material already loaded and seeing results even after first loading.              
WebPageTest can measure values by direct link to the website, but also simulate that a user comes                 
from eg. Google, where also Google AMP Cache could be used to deepen the study. 

RQ2.  
To answer the second question of what is increasing the speed of a website and what are the reasons                   
for a less rapid, a literature study would be relevant to analyze what data is already collected in this                   
area and check for current recommendations. To then evaluate and compare these recommendations             
with studies done in the specific field. 

Web-based technologies and the work around this is a rapidly growing industry, which means that               
new information should be the focus, although historical data is still fully relevant to analyze to                
increase the perspective for the developer. 

RQ3.  
To answer the third question, data will be collected through a literature study. Constantly searching               
for lower load times can be given to create a better user experience. But the interesting thing in this                   
case is to see what actually benefits a company more than the user experiencing a page without delay                  
creates. What are the actual benefits that contribute to being prepared to invest in this area and that                  
will make the money invested back in return.  

Companies have made study cases themselves about this area and this is data that may be relevant to                  
collect and compare. It is then important to review the sources while comparing their relevance for                
most accurate analysis. 

Page speed effect on Search Engine Optimization (SEO) and conversion rate are areas that would be                
most interesting to cover. 
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Motive and Value 

A study done by Akamai in 2014 showed that 49% of e-commerce consumers expect a page to load in                   
2 seconds or less [7]. In comparison Backlinko analyzed 5.2 million websites and found out that the                 
average page loading speed for a web page is 10.3 seconds on desktop and 27.3 seconds on mobile                  
[8]. It is worth mentioning that the selection of web pages obviously affects the result. But it shows                  
that improvement can be done and that this area is highly important in this day and age. 
 
The purpose of this report is to investigate and measure whether a combination of two web                
technologies that specialize in different areas can decrease load time while maintaining the user              
experience. A combination that holds the advantages of both techniques at best. With measured times,               
it should be easier for the user to visualize the direct effect and possibilities with an implemented                 
method like this. A challenge will be to show the results in a simple and representative way where the                   
difference becomes the essential, and not the actual numbers, as the content may vary on different                
websites deployed commercially. It is also important to structure the websites in similar ways and try                
to exclude as many factors as possible created by the developers implementation. 
 
The amount of web development techniques and tools is increasing just as the number of users using                 
the web. A common way to develop is by choosing a technology stack where the front-end consists of                  
a certain technology or framework. For developers, this research can be a good insight into a                
not-so-common and new method of development, by dividing your front-end into several parts for the               
opportunity for increased benefits. it may help a developer gain more understanding of what is               
causing a slow site and broaden the view of how front-end development can be implemented. 
 
With the above focus, it is also important to strengthen the understanding of why loading times are an                  
important factor for companies we develop it for, as well as what causes this. This knowledge should                 
be useful as a developer, even if it applies to a specific technology or aggregate factors that apply to                   
the entire web. 
 
For a company, special technology does not always have a direct impact on how the end result looks                  
and feels, but it is important to understand why selected technologies and methods can benefit them                
and how it has already affected other companies.  
 
Another challenge with a study of this type is the data that becomes essential to retrieve. As it is a                    
topic within an area that is constantly growing and optimized, the sources need to be reviewed and                 
checked as the relevance of an old study may diminish over time, but can also be debated against the                   
potential of the future. 
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Literature Review 

As stated in the book AMP: Building Accelerated Mobile Pages by Ruadhan O'Donoghue, “Over half               
of your visitors won't get to see your message or what you have to offer if your web pages are slow.                     
The Accelerated Mobile Pages (AMP) project exists because performance is so important. With AMP,              
you don't have to miss out on that 53 percent.” [9] and refers to a statistical analysis done by google                    
about mobile usage and performance [10].  
 
According to a Google AMP article about an integration with AMP to PWA, this could if done                 
correctly make a link that leads to your PWA from one of the AMP feel almost instant. You should                   
also see similar benefits but with some limitations with an AMP that has PWA features implemented                
[4]. Nevertheless, there seems to be a lack of statistics to prove these claims. 
 
There are many recommendations online about how to improve load times in general. Some              
well-known platforms that offer guidelines are MOZ, Mozilla and Yahoo [14][15][16], which can             
potentially increase the speed and opportunity for better search engine optimization. These guidelines             
must be evaluated and compared against each other and other findings to find a valuable structure to                 
follow and determine the importance of these, due to some recurring but also the variation in results. 
 
A study done by Akamai [11], data from about 10 billion user visits was gathered across the best                  
online retailers, resulting in companies seeing a 7 percent reduction in conversion rate by as little as a                  
100-millisecond delay. At first glance, it gives a feeling that speed is important and increases the                
potential of a profit-making company. But an interesting point of view is an experiment done by                
Electrooculograph (EOG) [13]. Participants used technology to track eye movements and facial            
muscle movements when completing tasks on the web. An artificial connection throttled to 2Mb and a                
5MB where used to measure stress levels related to the tasks and could see that levels increased when                  
websites underperformed. These are metrics which could bring an deeper understanding and directly             
link to further studies in this area. 
 
 
To gather references, BTH's library and Google Scholar have been the main sources, where the 
resulting reports own references got explored and evaluated by importance.  
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